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Abstract:
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1 Scope

V10r01

This document describes a RESTful API used to access data in devices using the functionality
defined in the Bluetooth GATT profile.

Figure 1 System

This API assumes a gateway to which the Bluetooth wireless technology enabled device(s) are
connected. The gateway contains a "proxy" that serves as the interface between the Internet
requests and the Bluetooth GATT profile.
Management of connections, pairing of devices and other parts of the Bluetooth GAP profile is
not part of this document. This document assumes this is handled separately and it is GW
implementation dependent. For example, handling of connections may be implemented in the
following ways:

•

The gateway is aware of the type of sensors (e.g., which sensor profile are supported) and
the Gateway has all the necessary information to be able to connect to the devices it is
supposed to handle. Pairing and other GAP features are handled by the gateway.

•

The gateway has a built-in local Web interface or other user interface that is used to
administrate which devices it supposed to connect to. The Web interface is also used other
GAP functions like pairing of the devices.

•

A separate GAP RESTful API is used to administrate the devices to connect to and other
GAP functions (see reference [4]).
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2 GATT REST API
2.1 Introduction
This REST API defines how GATT (see reference [1]) resources are accessible using the
standard HTTP methods (GET=Read and PUT=Write).
The API is using a subset of the REST API design recommendations defined in reference [2].

Nodes

V10r01

Services

Characteristics

Value

Descriptors

Value

Figure 2 Resources

2.2 API Remarks
2.2.1 Stateless
A RESTful API is stateless, which means that the gateway is not required to memorize any state
for its client applications. This also means that several Web clients may access the same
resources in parallel.

2.2.2 Security
If Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure (HTTPS) is used the GATT API shall cause link
encryption to be used on the Bluetooth link.
Bluetooth link encryption is not required if (Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) is used.

2.2.3 Indications and Notifications
If indication or notification is enabled for a Characteristic it is assumed that the latest value
indicated or notified are cached in the gateway. This value can be read using the API functions
especially defined for reading of cached values.
It is also possible for a Web Service to subscribe to changes using so called Server Side Events
(also called Event Source).
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2.2.4 The Nodes Resources
How the Nodes resources enumerated by this API have been discovered, paired and connected
is not part of this document (more on this in the GAP REST API, see reference [4]).
It is assumed that these Nodes can be reached using the other parts of the GATT REST API for
access to their Services and Characteristics.

2.3 API Definitions for the Resources
2.3.1 General
In the API definition are the items named <service>, <characteristic>, and <descriptor>. These
handles uniquely identify the corresponding item within a specific node (the node is identified by
<node>).

2.3.2 Nodes
Requests:
GET http://<gateway>/gatt/nodes
Available nodes

V10r01

GET http://<gateway>/gatt/nodes/<node>
Read data for a specific node identified by the handle <node>,
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Responses:
200 – OK - application/json
{
"nodes" : [
{
"self" : { "href" = "http://<gateway>/gatt/nodes/<node1>" },
"handle"

: “ <node1>”,

"bdaddr" : "<bdaddr1>”

//Handle for the device
//Bluetooth address of the node

},
{
"self" : { "href" = "http://<gateway>/gatt/nodes/<node2>" },
"handle"

: “<node2>”,

"bdaddr" : "<bdaddr2>"
},

V10r01

{
...
}
]
}

or
400 - Bad Request
The request could not be understood by the server due to malformed syntax. The client SHOULD NOT
repeat the request without modifications.
404 - Not Found
The server has not found anything matching the Request-URI. No indication is given of whether the
condition is temporary or permanent.

2.3.3 Services
Requests:
GET http://<gateway>/gatt/nodes/<node>/services
Discover all services in the node identified by <node>.
GET http://<gateway>/gatt/nodes/<node>/services?primary=1
Discover all primary services in the node identified by <node>.
GET http://<gateway>/gatt/nodes/<node>/services?primary=1&uuid=<uuid>
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Discover primary services by UUID in the node identified by <node>.
GET http://<gateway>/gatt/nodes/<node>/services/<service>
Read data for a service in the node <node> identified by the handle <service> (discovered by
one of the methods/URIs defined earlier in this section).
Responses:
200 – OK - application/json
{
"services" : [
{
"self" : { "href" = "http://<gateway>/gatt/nodes/<node>/services/<service1>" },
"handle" : “<service1>”,
"uuid"

: "<uuid1>",

"primary" : <true/false>

//Services UUID
//True if the service is a primary service

},

V10r01

{
"self" : { "href" = "http://<gateway>/gatt/nodes/<node >/services/<service2>" },
"handle" : “<service2>”,
"uuid"

: "<uuid2>",

"primary" : <true/false>
},
{
...
}
]
}

or
400 - Bad Request
The request could not be understood by the server due to malformed syntax. The client SHOULD NOT
repeat the request without modifications.
404 - Not Found
The server has not found anything matching the Request-URI. No indication is given of whether the
condition is temporary or permanent.
504 – Not able to connect
The server has not been able to connect/reconnect to the requested node.
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2.3.4 Characteristics
Requests (discovery):
GET http://<gateway>/gatt/nodes/<node>/services/<service>/characteristics
Discover all characteristics of the service <service> in the node identified by <node>.
GET http://<gateway>/gatt/nodes/<node>/characteristics?uuid=<uuid>
Discover characteristics by UUID in the node identified by <node>.
GET http://<gateway>/gatt/nodes/<node>/characteristics/<characteristic>
Get data for the characteristic identified by <characteristics> in the node identified <node>
(discovered by one of the methods/URIs defined earlier in this section).
Responses:

V10r01

200 – OK - application/json
{
"characteristics" : [
{
"self" : { "href" = "http://<gateway>/gatt/nodes/<node>/characteristics/<characteristic1>" }
"handle"

: “<characteristic1>”,

"uuid"

: "<uuid1>",

"properties" : <prop1>

//Characteristics UUID
//Bit mask describing the properties of the characteristic
//Bit 0: Broadcast
//Bit 1: Readable
//Bit 2: Writable with no response
//Bit 3: Writable
//Bit 4: Notify
//Bit 5: Indicate
//Bit 6: Authenticated signed write
//Bit 7: Extended property available

},
{
"self" : { "href" = "http://<gateway>/gatt/nodes/<node>/characteristics/<characteristic2> },
"handle"
: “ <characteristic2>”,
"uuid"
: "<uuid2>",
"properties" : <prop2>
},
{
...
}
]
}
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or
400 - Bad Request
The request could not be understood by the server due to malformed syntax. The client SHOULD NOT
repeat the request without modifications.
404 - Not Found
The server has not found anything matching the Request-URI. No indication is given of whether the
condition is temporary or permanent.
504 – Not able to connect
The server has not been able to connect/reconnect to the requested node.

Requests (enabling and disabling of Indications and Notifications)
PUT http://<gateway>/gatt/nodes/<node>/characteristics/<characteristic>?indicate=1
Enable indication for the characteristic <characteristic> in the node identified by <node>.
PUT http://<gateway>/gatt/nodes/<node>/characteristics/<characteristic>?indicate=0
Disable indication for the characteristic <characteristic> in the node identified by <node>.

V10r01

PUT http://<gateway>/gatt/nodes/<node>/characteristics/<characteristic>?notify=1
Enable notification for the characteristic <characteristic> in the node identified by <node>.
PUT http://<gateway>/gatt/nodes/<node>/characteristics/<characteristic>?notify=0
Disable notification for the characteristic <characteristic> in the node identified by <node>.
Responses:
200 – OK

or
400 - Bad Request
The request could not be understood by the server due to malformed syntax. The client SHOULD NOT
repeat the request without modifications.
403 – Forbidden
Access denied due to protected resource:
- The Characteristic cannot be indicated or notified.
404 - Not Found
The server has not found anything matching the Request-URI. No indication is given of whether the
condition is temporary or permanent.
504 – Not able to connect
The server has not been able to connect/reconnect to the requested node.
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2.3.5 Characteristic Value
Requests (reading of characteristic values):
GET http://<gateway>/gatt/nodes/<node>/characteristics/<characteristic>/value
Read the value of the characteristic <characteristic> in the node identified by <node>.
GET
http://<gateway>/gatt/nodes/<node>/characteristics/value?uuid=<uuid>&start=<handle>&end=<
handle>
Read the value of a characteristic by UUID. First found is returned.
GET http://<gateway>/gatt/nodes/<node>/characteristics/<characteristic>/value?long=1
Read the long value of the characteristic <characteristic> in the node identified by <node>.
Responses:
200 – OK - application/json
{
"self" : { "href" = "http://<gateway>/gatt/nodes/<node>/characteristics/<characteristic>" },
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“handle : “<characteristic>”,
"value" : "<value>"

//Value as HEX string}

}

or
400 - Bad Request
The request could not be understood by the server due to malformed syntax. The client SHOULD NOT
repeat the request without modifications.
403 – Forbidden
Access denied due to protected resource:
- The characteristic value is not readable.
404 - Not Found
The server has not found anything matching the Request-URI. No indication is given of whether the
condition is temporary or permanent.
412 – Precondition failed
The additional operation on the resource not supported:
- Reading of Characteristic by UUID not supported.
- Reading of long value not supported.
504 – Not able to connect
The server has not been able to connect/reconnect to the requested node.
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Requests (reading of multiple characteristic values):
GET http://<gateway>/gatt/nodes/<node>/characteristics/value?multiple=1
Read the value of multiple characteristics identified by the handles in the body in the node
identified by <node>.
Body:
{
"characteristics" : [
{ "handle"

: “<characteristic1>” },

{ "handle"

: “<characteristic2>” },

{…}
]
}

Responses:
200 – OK - application/json

V10r01

{
"characteristics" : [
{
"self" : { "href" = "http://<gateway>/gatt/nodes/<node>/characteristics/<characteristic1>" }
"handle"

: “<characteristic1>”,

“value”

: “<value1>”

},
{
"self" : { "href" = "http://<gateway>/gatt/nodes/<node>/characteristics/<characteristic2> },
"handle"

: “<characteristic2>”,

"value"

: “<value2>”

},
{
...
}
]
}
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or
400 - Bad Request
The request could not be understood by the server due to malformed syntax. The client SHOULD NOT
repeat the request without modifications.
403 – Forbidden
Access denied due to protected resource:
- The characteristic value is not readable.
404 - Not Found
The server has not found anything matching the Request-URI. No indication is given of whether the
condition is temporary or permanent.
412 – Precondition failed
The additional operation on the resource not supported:
- Reading of multiple value not supported.
504 – Not able to connect
The server has not been able to connect/reconnect to the requested node.
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Requests (reading of cached indicated or notified value):
GET http://<gateway>/gatt/nodes/<node>/characteristics/<characteristic>/value?indicate=1
Read the latest cached indicated value of the characteristic <characteristic> in the node
identified by <node>. Only valid if the characteristic has indication enabled.
GET http://<gateway>/gatt/nodes/<node>/characteristics/<characteristic>/value?notify=1
Read the latest cached notified value of the characteristic <characteristic> in the node identified
by <node>. Only valid if the characteristic has notification enabled.
Responses:
200 – OK - application/json
{
"self" : { "href" = "http://<gateway>/gatt/nodes/<node>/characteristics/<characteristic>" },
"value"
}

: "<value>"

//Value as HEX string}

or
400 - Bad Request
The request could not be understood by the server due to malformed syntax. The client SHOULD NOT
repeat the request without modifications.
404 - Not Found
The server has not found anything matching the Request-URI. No indication is given of whether the
condition is temporary or permanent.
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412 – Precondition failed
The additional operation on the resource not supported:
- Indication or notification not supported or not activated.

Use Server Side Events to subscribe to indications or notifications
URI for the Server Side Events:
http://<gateway>/gatt/nodes/<node>/characteristics/<characteristic>/value?indicate=1&event=1
This URI is used to trigger a subscription of indicated values for the characteristic
<characteristic> in the node identified by <node>. Only valid if the characteristic has indication
enabled.
http://<gateway>/gatt/nodes/<node>/characteristics/<characteristic>/value?notify=1&event=1
This URI is used to trigger a subscription of notified values for the characteristic <characteristic>
in the node identified by <node>. Only valid if the characteristic has notification enabled.
More on Server Side Events in reference [3].
Javascript Example:

V10r01

var source = new EventSource(“http://<gateway>/gatt/nodes/<node>/characteristics/<characteristic>/
value?indicate=1&event=1”);
source.onmessage = function (event) {
var data = event.data;
updateindication(data);

// The action performed when an indication event is received

};

Data Stream:
data: <event 1 data>
data: <event 2 data>
…
data: <event n data> }
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Requests (writing of characteristic values):
PUT http://<gateway>/gatt/nodes/<node>/characteristics/<characteristic>/value/<value>
Write of the value <value> to the characteristic <characteristic> in the node identified by
<node>.
PUT http://<gateway>/gatt/nodes/<node>/characteristics/<characteristic>/value/<value>?long=1
Write of the long value <value> to the characteristic <characteristic> in the node identified by
<node>.
PUT
http://<gateway>/gatt/nodes/<node>/characteristics/<characteristic>/value/<value>?noresponse
=1
A write without response of the value <value> to the characteristic <characteristic> in the node
identified by <node>.
Responses:
200 – OK

or

V10r01

400 - Bad Request
The request could not be understood by the server due to malformed syntax. The client SHOULD NOT
repeat the request without modifications.
403 – Forbidden
Access denied due to protected resource:
- The characteristic value is not writable.
404 - Not Found
The server has not found anything matching the Request-URI. No indication is given of whether the
condition is temporary or permanent.
405 – Method not allowed
Returned if POST is used and Write without Response not is supported.
412 – Precondition failed
The additional operation on the resource not supported:
- Writing of long value not supported
504 – Not able to connect
The server has not been able to connect/reconnect to the requested node.
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Requests (reliable writes):
PUT http://<gateway>/gatt/nodes/<node>/characteristics/value?reliable=1
Perform a reliable write of the characteristics defined in the body and in the node identified by
<node>.
Body:
{
"characteristics" : [
{
"handle"

: “<characteristic1>”,

"value"

: "<value1>"

//Value as HEX string

},
{
"handle"

: “<characteristic2>”,

"value"

: "<value2>"

V10r01

},
{
...
}
]
}

Responses:
200 – OK

or
400 - Bad Request
The request could not be understood by the server due to malformed syntax. The client SHOULD NOT
repeat the request without modifications.
403 – Forbidden
Access denied due to protected resource:
- One or more characteristic values is not writable.
404 - Not Found
The server has not found anything matching the Request-URI. No indication is given of whether the
condition is temporary or permanent.
412 – Precondition failed
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The additional operation on the resource not supported:
- Reliable write not supported.
415 – Unsupported Media Type
The client supplied a media type other than application/json or badly formatted data.
504 – Not able to connect
The server has not been able to connect/reconnect to the requested node.

2.3.6 Characteristic Descriptors
Requests (discovery):
GET http://<gateway>/gatt/nodes/<node>/characteristics/<characteristic>/descriptors
Discover all descriptors of the characteristic <characteristic> in the node identified by <node>.
GET http://<gateway>/gatt/nodes/<node>/descriptors/<descriptor>
Read data for the descriptor identified by the handle <descriptor> (discovered by the
methods/URIs defined earlier in this section).
Responses:

V10r01

200 – OK - application/json
{
"descriptors" : [
{
"self" : { "href" = "http://<gateway>/gatt/nodes/<node>/descriptors/<descriptor1>" }
"handle"

: “<descriptor1>”,

"uuid"

: "<uuid1>"

//Descriptor Type UUID

},
{
"self" : { "href" = "http://<gateway>/gatt/nodes/<node>/descriptors/<descriptor2> }
"handle"

: “<descriptor2>”,

"uuid"

: "<uuid2>"

},
{
...
}
]
}
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or
400 - Bad Request
The request could not be understood by the server due to malformed syntax. The client SHOULD NOT
repeat the request without modifications.
404 - Not Found
The server has not found anything matching the Request-URI. No indication is given of whether the
condition is temporary or permanent.
504 – Not able to connect
The server has not been able to connect/reconnect to the requested node.

2.3.7 Characteristic Descriptor Value
Requests (reading of descriptor values):
GET http://<gateway>/gatt/nodes/<node>/descriptors/<descriptor>/value
Read the value of the descriptor <descriptor> in the node identified by <node>.
Responses:

V10r01

200 – OK - application/json
{
"self" : { "href" = "http://<gateway>/gatt/nodes/<node>/descriptors/<descriptor>" },
"value" : "<value>"

//Value as HEX string}

}

or
400 - Bad Request
The request could not be understood by the server due to malformed syntax. The client SHOULD NOT
repeat the request without modifications.
403 – Forbidden
Access denied due to protected resource:
- The descriptor value is not readable.
404 - Not Found
The server has not found anything matching the Request-URI. No indication is given of whether the
condition is temporary or permanent.
504 – Not able to connect
The server has not been able to connect/reconnect to the requested node.
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Requests (writing of descriptor values):
PUT http://<gateway>/gatt/nodes/<node>/descriptors/<descriptor>/value/<value>
Write of the value <value> to the descriptor <descriptor> in the node identified by <node>.
PUT http://<gateway>/gatt/nodes/<node>/descriptors/<descriptor>/value/<value>?long=1
Write the long value <value> to the descriptor <descriptor> in the node identified by <node>.
Responses:
200 – OK

or
400 - Bad Request
The request could not be understood by the server due to malformed syntax. The client SHOULD NOT
repeat the request without modifications.
403 – Forbidden
Access denied due to protected resource:
- The Characteristic value is not writable.
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404 - Not Found
The server has not found anything matching the Request-URI. No indication is given of whether the
condition is temporary or permanent.
504 – Not able to connect
The server has not been able to connect/reconnect to the requested node.

2.3.8 General Error Returns
These are general error return codes that may be returned for any of the API methods specified
above and that not are listed for the individual method.
406 – Not acceptable
The client has requested another media type than the supported application/json.
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3 Mapping of the REST API and the GATT Procedures
3.1 Mapping of GATT Procedures
GATT Feature

GATT SubProcedure

REST API Method and URI

Server
Configuration

Exchange MTU

Not applicable

Discover All
Primary Services

GET http://<gateway>/gatt/nodes/<node>/services?primary=1

Discover Primary
Services By
Service UUID

GET
http://<gateway>/gatt/nodes/<node>/services?primary=1&uuid=
<uuid>

Find Included
Services

GET http://<gateway>/gatt/nodes/<node>/services

Discover All
Characteristics of
a Service

GET
http://<gateway>/gatt/nodes/<node>/services/<service>/charact
eristics

Discover
Characteristic by
UUID

GET http://<gateway>/gatt/nodes/<node>
/characteristics?uuid=<uuid>

Discover All
Characteristic
Descriptors

GET http://<gateway>/gatt/nodes/<node>
/characteristics/<characteristic>/descriptors

Read
Characteristic
Value

GET http://<gateway>/gatt/nodes/<node>
/characteristics/<characteristic>/value

Read Using
Characteristic
UUID

GET http://<gateway>/gatt/nodes/<node>/characteristics
/<characteristic>/value?uuid=<uuid>
&start=<handle>&end=<handle>

Read Long
Characteristics
Value

GET http://<gateway>/gatt/nodes/<node>
/characteristics/<characteristic>/value?long=1

Read Multiple
Characteristics
Value

GET http://<gateway>/gatt/nodes/<node>
/characteristics/value?multiple=1

Write Without
Response

PUT http://<gateway>/gatt/nodes/<node>
/characteristics/<characteristic>
/value/<value>?noresponse=1

Signed Write
Without
Response

Not defined

Write
Characteristic
Value

PUT http://<gateway>/gatt/nodes/<node>/
/characteristics/<characteristic>/value/<value>

Primary Service
Discovery

Relationship
Discovery

V10r01

Characteristic
Discovery

Characteristic
Descriptor
Discovery

Characteristic
Value Read

Characteristic
Value Write
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GATT Feature

GATT SubProcedure

REST API Method and URI

Write Long
Characteristic
Value

PUT http://<gateway>/gatt/nodes/<node>
/characteristics/<characteristic>/value/<value>?long=1

Characteristic
Value Reliable
Write

PUT http://<gateway>/gatt/nodes/<node>
/characteristics/value?reliable=1
PUT http://<gateway>/gatt/nodes/<node>
>/characteristics?notify=1

Characteristic
Value
Notification

Notification

GET http://<gateway>/gatt/nodes/<node>
/characteristics/<characteristic>/value?notify=1
EventSource
http://<gateway>/gatt/nodes/<node>
/characteristics/<characteristic>/value?notify=1&
event=1

V10r01

PUT http://<gateway>/gatt/nodes/<node>
/characteristics?indicate=1

Characteristic
Value Indication

Indication

GET http://<gateway>/gatt/nodes/<node>
/characteristics/<characteristic>/value?indicate=1
EventSource http://<gateway>/gatt/nodes/<node>
/characteristics/<characteristic>/value?indicate=1&
event=1

Characteristic
Descriptor
Value Read

Characteristic
Descriptor
Value Write

Read
Characteristic
Descriptor

GET http://<gateway>/gatt/nodes/<node>
/descriptor/<descriptor>/value

Read Long
Characteristic
Descriptors

GET http://<gateway>/gatt/nodes/<node>
/descriptor/<descriptor>value?long=1

Write
Characteristic
Descriptor

PUT http://<gateway>/gatt/nodes/<node>/
/descriptor/<descriptor>/value/<value>

Write Long
Characteristic
Descriptors

GET http://<gateway>/gatt/nodes/<node>
/descriptor/<descriptor>/value/<value>?long=1
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4 Abbreviations
Meaning

REST

Representational State Transfer

GATT

Generic Attribute Profile

GAP

Generic Access Profile

V10r01

Abbreviation or Acronym
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